Collaboration on documents and distribution of information to all the contributors to a clinical development program for a new product has never been easy. Portals can now deliver targeted data, information and knowledge from disparate systems to the right customer in the format that the consumer would like to see it. Predefined workflows and collaboration tools can make efficient the review cycles on the most complicated of documents. Targeted dashboards and predefined notification can signal the need to improve. Real-time access to data will lead to faster decisions and to the **Wisdom** of the product label without the need for waste.
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Collaboration and Workflow
Document development and review within a version controlled environment provides a lean approach to your clinical trial process. An ongoing dialog between all involved parties will provide a high level of intelligence within and across projects.

Tablet Connectivity
All content delivered via the portal are available on tablet, PC desktop and laptop.

Dashboard and Visualisation
The portal can provide Trial progress, quality and cost reports. Detailed graphical representation can then be drilled down and subset when the user requires. Real time decisions can be made and escalated.

Check-In Out
Document development and review controls with check-in and check-out functionality provides control of processes.

User and Group Management Control
Controlled access base on role or group from the level of a column in a dataset to the whole clinical trial or product.

Intelligence Portal
A clinical intelligence portal brings together the data, information and knowledge generated in the development lifecycle of the clinical trial process. There are many sources of information, different roles and various types of collaboration that takes place over the course of time. The portal allows the delivery of the right information, to the right user and provides the tools to collaborate across a widespread study team. This allows a more streamlined focus on real-time data without having to log onto many different systems. The dashboards and visualisations provide the sub setting and drill down to raw data from pre defined, bespoke or newly designed reports.

Access Control
Shared access rules with the data and content store to a level you require.

Access and Content Control
Control of access across all related systems provides low administration and easy reporting for audit to comply with 21CFR Part11 compliance.

Content Management
Metadata and TAG controlled documents will enable fast retrieval of information across your portfolio of trials. Easy setup from predefined templates and workflow.

eTMF and eCTD content
Support for the Trial Master File and Common Technical Document Content across all role types.

Data and Image Collection
Using a business intelligence tool to manage the information process flow provides you with confidence. Reliable access, traceable processes and one instance of trial or pooled data to deliver fast answers.

Social Media – Blog – Notification - Calendar
Group updates and sharing of knowledge will result in increased intelligence. Share a graph, white paper or document with the right people.